Right Hon. Andrew Bonar Law
a dominating, part. It was at this time that the
Unionist Party, under the influence of the Die-hards
of the day, committed the incredible folly (playing into
Mr. Lloyd George's hands) of rejecting the notorious
Budget. I cannot recall that Mr. Bonar Law's in
fluence was strongly exerted on one side or the other
ofsthis controversy. I am, however, glad to remember
that I spent two hours attempting to convince one
of the chief Die-hards of the folly of the step which he
was supporting. Our argument took place upon the
deck of a yacht upon a delightful summer evening, as
we cruised up the Channel. I produced no impression
upon Sir Frederick Banbury. I never, in fact, have
produced any impression upon those who think as
I	he does. But I am human enough to recall with
I	satisfaction that he has  since generously admitted
j "~	to me that he was wrong and that I was right.   He
\	has  of course always been wrong;  a kind of con-
^	versed  Cassandra.    However,  foolish and Die-hard
i	counsels prevailed.    The Tory ship once again drifted
i	(as from extreme influence it always has done, and
always will do) on to the rocks, and the first General
:	Election of 1910  returned a majority adequate to
\	bring disaster to every cause for which an intelligent
;	Unionist Party would have stood.   If wiser counsels
-rt	had prevailed the faked popularity of the ludicrous
?fv.	land-taxers would soon have exhausted itself.   Once
'.& ~:
again, reaction would have set in; and in six months
j	the Unionist Party would have been where it was
4,	before the  Budget was  introduced.    But the rash
/>	and foolish challenge made by the Peers carried in
' *        .	its  womb  the  Parliament  Act,  and  the  historians
^T^'-*	of   the   future   will   truthfully   record   that   Die-
4	hardism—not  through   malignity,   but  through   in-
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